
 

 

What is PPS Program? 

Professional player scouting program is open to all players regardless of U.S. Soccer affiliation, the Program 

provides opportunities for elite youth soccer players in targeted age groups to be Identify, developed, scouted 

and manage youth soccer talent aiming to maximize their athletic potential for potential inclusion in 

professional teams. Once a year, a national scouting and recommendation program is used to form a player 

pool from which top players are invited to an ID Camp/Training Camp. Top players from those camps are 

selected to be sponsored by BUC (Brazilian United Corporation) where in partnership with international 

soccer agents will be selected and sponsored players that will receive opportunities as development programs 

and tournament showcases. 

 

General Info 

Cycle target of sponsorship is from 15 years old to 19 years old. The current cycle is targeting boys born in 

2003 to 2001. 

The project is aiming for long term, After the player being select  for the first time, he will continues be 

sponsored and receiving all training, uniform, management, scouting, international tournaments and 

international immersions throughout the coming year until his agreement with BUC and sponsorship being 

finished. 

The Program does not create significant additional demands on the calendar of the elite player. ID Camps 
occurs during the summer, and couple weeks of traveling will happen during the winter and summer season. 
 
Each year selected players are rated and evaluated each season for keeping in the program based up on a 
combination of: personal objective, independent scouting information, individual performance during the 
immersions and tournaments, behavior on and off the field, information from the players’, schools grades, 
information from regular trainers, coaches and DOC and BUCs staff continuous evaluation. 

Brazilian United Corp. reserves the right to admit/recruit/select for the PPS program as many players as 
appropriate and revoke the acceptance of the selected players at any time. 

 

 



Selection to the ID Camp: 

 Parents can request participation 

 Any club’s Director of Coaching and head coach is able to  

recommend talent players inclusion at an ID Camp 

 Few head hunters/scouters will watch games and  

tournaments to find talent player for the camp 

 Performance analysts can review player videos in order to  

approve for the camps 

 Selected Players:  After an evaluation process, players from  

the ID camp are invited to be sponsored by BUC 

 
Who should participate? 

 High profile players; 

 Players with great potential and/or talent; 

 Players that have goals of a professional soccer career; 

 Players that aim to play D1 college level in the US; 

 Players that seek international experience. 
 
 
ID Camp Experience 

 Training by highly qualified coaches; 

 Brazilian youth national team Staff physiologist; 

 Professional club scouter / agent representative; 

 Physical tests evaluation on speed, strength, power, endurance and anthropometric measurements; 

 Technical scouting and evaluation; 

 Tactical guidance by position; 

 Residential training: 17h field training + 6h  
theoretical classroom + Individual interview; 

 Performance analysis with practice recording; 
 
 
 
Selected Players Expectation 

Top performers in ID camps will be selected by BUC staff for the sponsorship; all selected players will 
receive at no cost each year until his agreement being finished:  

- Uniforms 
- Year Around Advisory – Soccer Agent (Career Management) 
- Supplementary Training Plan 
- Continuous Scouting 
- International Tournaments (Usually Winter Season) 
- International Immersion (Usually Summer Season) 
- Future Opportunities of Tryouts and contracts with Professional Teams – It is not guaranteed for   
the selected players, it will depends on several aspects as such player performance and clubs interests. 

 

 


